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Discuss Together

These three words appear again and again throughout the story:

- Invisible
- Connected
- Love

What do they mean to you?
My “Invisible Strings” are Connected To . . .

- Draw a picture;
- Journal your thoughts;
- Describe your connections to someone else;
- Describe the idea of an “invisible string” in 3 words (here are ours!: comforting, loving, present).
Do You Love *The Invisible String*? Purchase a Copy of Your Own Online from One of the NWHM’s Preferred Book Sellers!

- South: @thebookshopnashville
- Midwest: @wcfbook
- Mid-Atlantic: @eastcitybooks
- East: @bluestockings
- West: @twentystoriesla
- Southwest: @antigonebooks
Until Next Time, Brave Girls . . .
Keep On Reading!